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Abstract: The development of technology has provided great help to translators.  However, computer-

assisted translation is still not enough to replace manual translation. Translators still play the main 

role in the translation process.  In the process of using computer-assisted translation technology, the 

translator needs to give full play to his subjectivity in the preparation before translation, the 

translation process and the post-translation editing stage, so as to make the technology provide better 

help for translation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this era of globalization, the market demand for translation is increasing rapidly, and the 

requirement for timeliness of translation is greatly raised. In this case, computer-aided translation 

technology came into being, providing great convenience for the translation process. "Due to the large 

amount and relatively narrow scope of translation materials involved in the field of professional 

translation, this will inevitably lead to different degrees of duplication of translation materials.  

Computer-assisted translation technology enables translators to hand over simple mechanical work 

to computers and concentrate on work that requires more initiative and creativity. However, 

computer-assisted translation has not yet reached the level of intelligence, and translation itself is a 

complicated process. Therefore, computer-assisted translation technology can provide help to 

translators, but cannot replace manual translation. Therefore, it is still the translator who plays the 

main role in the translation process. 

2. FEATURES OF COMPUTER-ASSISTED TRANSLATION 

The core of computer-assisted translation technology is translation memory technology to provide 

reference translations, so that users can avoid unnecessary repetitive work and only need to focus on 

the translation of new content.  While the translator carries out the translation work, the memory bank 

continuously learns and automatically stores new translations in the background and establishes a 

language database. Computer-aided translation technology also supports the sharing of memory 

banks and terminology banks, making remote translation cooperation possible. These features and 

functions of computer-assisted translation technology determine its following main advantages:  

First, With the help of computer-assisted translation technology, translators can learn from previous 

achievements, avoid repetitive work, reduce burdens and improve efficiency. "The translation process 

involves purely memorizing activities, such as matching of terms and automatic search prompts, 

memorizing and reproducing highly similar sentences, which are handed over to the computer to do, 
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so as to avoid the trouble of translators searching for nouns repeatedly and enable them to deal with 

semantic conversion and transmission with all their strength". At present, translation materials are 

becoming more and more professional, and some professional words are relatively uncommon. 

Without the knowledge reserve in a certain field, it is difficult for translators lacking professional 

background to do a good job of translation in a certain field.  With the help of computer-assisted 

translation tools, translators can build up their own translation corpus in common fields and tailor 

their own personalized translation environment. Due to the relatively fixed and high repetition rate of 

industrial terms and sentence patterns in the same field, as the translator's memory bank and 

terminology bank accumulate, more and more repetitive content will be encountered and translation 

will become easier and easier.  

Second, the translation memory bank records the translator's footprints and grows up together with 

the translator. Some large-scale translation projects have a huge workload, which is difficult to be 

completed by individuals alone. This requires translators to take the form of cooperative translation. 

When multiple translators are working on the same translation project, they can share a translation 

memory bank and terminology bank with the help of computer-aided translation tools. When 

members of the project team encounter materials with existing translation results, they can refer to 

the translations of members of the team. The use of computer-assisted translation technology is 

conducive to sharing resources, brainstorming, avoiding duplication of efforts and making remote 

translation cooperation possible. Computer-aided translation technology provides translators with 

more choices and references, greatly enriches translators' translation resources, makes it easier for 

translators to get the help they need, and greatly expands translators' space. With the help of this 

technology, translators can reserve personalized translation corpus to better accomplish translation 

tasks. 

3. PROBLEMS OF COMPUTER-ASSISTED TRANSLATION 

Computer-assisted translation is a comprehensive translation method combining human and computer. 

As the name implies, computer-assisted translation technology plays an auxiliary role in translation. 

At present, computer-assisted translation cannot replace manual translation. The function of 

computer-assisted translation technology is closely related to the construction of memory bank and 

terminology bank, which is a long-term accumulation process. The memory bank and terminology 

bank of computer-assisted translation software are still blank sheets at the beginning of use. At this 

stage, computer-assisted translation technology cannot provide much help for translation work.  

When translation materials involve a completely new field, translators are also faced with the process 

of building memory banks and terminology banks from scratch. Therefore, there is great uncertainty 

in the help of computer-assisted translation technology to translators. Computer-aided translation 

technology still cannot replace manual translation due to the following limitations: 

1. Translation structure, style and word order adjustment require translators to grasp the inevitable 

differences between different languages. For example, Chinese emphasizes parataxis, while English 

emphasizes parataxis and hypotaxis. Some people vividly compare it to "bamboo pole" and "big tree". 

There are a large number of conjunctions expressing logical relations in English, while the logical 

relations in Chinese are often reflected in the internal connection of context. When translating English 

into Chinese, if the logical conjunctions of the original text are presented one by one, the translation 
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will inevitably appear verbose and redundant, and the expression will not be fluent enough, making 

it easy for the translation cavity to appear. However, in the process of Chinese-English translation, if 

not properly supplemented, the logic of the translation will be unclear and the expression will be 

incoherent. Because there are many differences between languages, translation techniques such as 

split translation and combined translation are often used in translation. One sentence in the original 

text may be divided into multiple sentences and multiple sentences in the original text may be 

translated into one sentence.  Word order varies from language to language. In addition, computer-

aided translation software generally divides text into smaller units for translation.  In the process of 

translation, the translation materials cut into smaller units may not be fluent enough or have different 

styles after they are combined into articles, which requires the translator to grasp from a macro 

perspective. 

2. The source language and the target language do not have a one-to-one correspondence. Polysemy 

is a common phenomenon. However, the corpora stored in the memory bank and terminology bank 

are often limited, and sometimes they cannot completely cover all the meanings of some words. 

Therefore, when using computer-assisted translation technology, we should be alert to possible "false 

friends". In addition, if the corpus unit stored in the memory bank is small, the original text may be 

taken out of context and the language unit may be mistakenly intercepted during pre-translation. The 

current network system sometimes makes similar mistakes when shielding some sensitive words, 

causing some non-sensitive words to be wrongly shielded, which makes people laugh and laugh. If 

the units of translation materials stored in the memory bank and terminology bank are small, these 

short boards are easy to exist. However, if the corpus stored is too long, the scope of application of 

the corpus stored in the memory bank and terminology bank will be reduced.  However, in the process 

of using computer-assisted translation technology to assist translation, if the translator adopts these 

erroneous reference translations without discrimination, it will lead to mistranslation. In practice, 

what kind of translation the translator uses should be combined with the context, depending on the 

specific context. 

4. TRANSLATOR'S SUBJECTIVITY IN COMPUTER-ASSISTED TRANSLATION 

Many scholars have pointed out that the translator plays the most important role in translation, and 

the translator is the main body of translation. Translator's subjectivity refers to the translator's 

subjective initiative in translation activities in order to realize the translation purpose under the 

premise of respecting the target of translation. Its basic characteristics are the translator's conscious 

cultural awareness, humanistic character and cultural and aesthetic creativity.  Translation is not a 

mechanical language conversion. Translation also requires the translator's emotional, aesthetic and 

intellectual input. The personal temperament and style reflected in the translation are the concrete 

manifestation of the translator's subjective initiative, which is mainly manifested in the translator's 

initiative. In the traditional translation mode, the constraints faced by the translator include the 

original text, the translated text, the readers and many other aspects. The characteristics of translation 

determine that the translator's initiative cannot be fully exerted according to the translator's subjective 

will, which distorts the original text, produces nothing and makes subjective assumptions. At the same 

time, it is also restricted by many external factors. Compared with the traditional translation mode, in 

computer-assisted translation, the translator's passivity is also highlighted by the restriction of the 
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translator while receiving the help of computer-assisted translation software. Computer-aided 

translation technology helps translators to deal with repeated translation contents, thus relieving 

translators of the pain of repeated labor, but translators are also constrained by this technology. For 

example, the functional characteristics of computer-assisted translation software, the storage of 

memory bank and terminology bank will affect the translator's translation behavior. Initiative is the 

most important feature of subjectivity. Initiative requires translation, assisted by translation software, 

to actively mobilize various abilities, resources and emotions to convert one language into another. 

In computer-assisted translation, translators need to give full play to their initiative and self-interest 

in the stages of preparation, translation process and post-translation editing.  In the preliminary 

preparation stage, translators should pay attention to the collection and accumulation of corpus in the 

memory bank, share resources with other translators, select powerful and easy-to-operate translation 

software, and configure different contents for the memory bank according to different translation 

tasks.  In the process of translation, the translator makes appropriate choices according to the pre-

translation results provided by the software, adjusts the language structure, and translates a translation 

that conforms to the original meaning and the expression habits of the target language. When there is 

something in the material that the memory bank does not store or the memory bank is not necessarily 

fully applicable to the new translation, the translator needs to exert his subjective initiative to carry 

out creative translation activities. 

In the post-translation editing stage, the translator needs to have a strong sense of responsibility, 

carefully edit and revise the translation, and integrate the translation materials that are divided into 

smaller units in the translation from a whole point of view to unify the style of the translation from a 

more macro perspective. If a multi-person cooperative translation mode is adopted, more attention 

should be paid to the unity of translation styles.  The translator is the subject of computer-assisted 

translation, and his subjective role runs through the whole translation process. Therefore, the 

translator needs to have a strong sense of subjectivity in the whole process of translation. With the 

help of computer-aided software, the role of the translator should still be emphasized in practice. 

Besides the ability to use translation software, the translator's language level and translation ability 

should not be ignored. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Computer-aided translation technology has brought great convenience to manual translation and 

provided help and reference for translators, but translators still occupy a dominant position in the 

translation process. The construction of translation memory bank requires translators' efforts.  The 

process of translation also requires the translator to make a choice of the reference translation and to 

exert his initiative and creative translation work when the reference translation cannot meet the 

translation requirements. However, in the post-translation editing stage, translators are still required 

to sort out and revise the translated text. 
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